
Data Protection Act, Subject Access Requests to Herefordshire Council  
Information Governance Officer, Anthony Sawyer 
 

By 22nd June we had received no correspondence or information from Herefordshire 
Social Services about anything with regards their case against us or the outcome of the 
medical examination despite two letters making a heartfelt appeal to be told how we stand 
and an assurance from Social worker Sarup Reehal that he would provide us with full 
information when he made a home visit on 22/6/2015. He came with nothing so we put in 
a Freedom of Information Request (referred to as a Subject Access Request). 
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Possibly standard response letter to put the casual enquirer off. 
Note data belongs to children so must justify legitimacy of request. 
Also why do I want this information. 
 
Fortunately Information Commissioners Office website was helpful to address this. 
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Despite the date of Monday 13th July this information was handed to us in an 
addressed to us but not stamped envelope on Friday 17th July by Social worker 
Sarup Reehal. This was two days after he had conducted his home visit interview as 
part of his Core Assessment enquiry on Wednesday 15th July. If I had received this 
information before the Core Assessment I would have approached it with a very 
different state of mind. Had he got this information at the time of core assessment? 
Did he withhold it deliberately? If so this is not fair dealing. 
 
The information released to us was:-  
  Copy Dr Merick, paediatric consultant, report & report of duty social worker 
present. This completely vindicated us and was a great relief as this was the first 
information we had received about the outcome of the child protection medical. This 
was despite Social Services being in receipt of the report since 20th May. 
Why put us through two months of not knowing? 
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Page 1 of letter dated 24/7/2015 

Nineteen relevant entries from social services daily log & case notes for period 
24/4/2015 to 26/6/2015. 
Copy initial assessment started by social worker Paul Coleman 24/4/2015 and 
completed 02/06/15 with reason for initial assessment blanked out as information 
given in confidence. 
All other information requested was withheld. We did manage to get a copy of initial 
referral & instructing paperwork from other sources. 
On study records with significant error were found so:- 
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Page 2 of letter dated 24/7/2015 

We later found that what we thought was a social worker visit to playgroup on 
14/05/2015 (Muslim lady wearing Hijab) was an unannounced visit by an OFSTED 
inspector to investigate their actions regarding their referral of us. 
http://www.reports.ofsted.gov.uk/inspection-reports/find-inspection-report/provider/
CARE/223516 
Following investigation OFSTED issued notice to improve regarding our referral and 
warning letter for other prosecutable offences nothing to do with us. 
So Social Services would have no records of this, so our error. 
Was it just coincidence that Playgroup made their second most damaging report 
against us on this day or did OFSTED inspection have an influence? 
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Well that’s about all we are going to get from this Subject Access Request. 
 

Note playgroup did not want revealed the details of their report against us. If we 
don't know the details of the wrongdoing that we are accused of. How can we refute 
it and defend our family life. What happened to fair dealing and natural justice? 
 
The Core Assessment Sarup Reehal was preparing to make Social Services case 
against us was now long overdue. So perhaps a second Subject Access Request 
would make them release it to us. 


